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ABSTRACT
Adaptive incentives are a valuable tool shown to improve the effi-
ciency of complex multiagent systems and could produce win-win
situations for all stakeholders. However, their application usage is
very limited, partly due to a significant gap between the literature
and practice. We argue that overcoming this gap requires address-
ing four open research challenges. First, the dynamic, volatile and
uncertain nature of environments needs to be fully considered.
Second, social factors including user acceptance, fairness, ethical
considerations and trust have to match end users’ expectations
and needs. Third, the evaluation of mechanisms and systems has
to be robust and focused on real-world outcomes and stakeholder
requirements. Finally, all this has to be built on a reliable theoretical
foundation. In order to overcome these open challenges in adaptive
incentive engineering, tools from the fields of mechanism design
and game theory can be used. This will help to achieve the op-
portunities adaptive incentives can provide to real-world practical
environments, producing better AI systems for the benefit of all.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Presently, many engineered systems are modelled and tightly inter-
connected with user behaviour. The performance of these systems,
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ranging from online e-commerce systems to public infrastructure
and services, is dependent on the active participation and conduct
of the users that engage with these systems. Thus, user behaviour
is a critical determinant influencing the efficacy, adaptability and
effectiveness of these systems. Providing users with incentives to
participate in these systems or change their behaviour in a socially
beneficial way is an effective way to increase participation and en-
gagement; resulting in systems with the potential for society-wide
benefits, like reduced vehicle emissions and health costs [77].

The related topic of dynamic and personalised pricing of goods
for consumers has been extensively researched; in 1999, data-driven
techniques have been proposed to alter the price of goods based
on their utility [80]. Similarly, differential pricing and Adaptive
Incentive Engineering (AIE)1 have the potential to maximise social
welfare [91]. The data required for achieving this via effective and
efficient AIE is provided by pervasive computing devices, ranging
from smartphones to road vehicles, commonplace in fields including
smart grids, mobility markets and crowdsourcing [72], that collect
significant amounts of data about their users [45]. Nevertheless,
differential pricing has often been controversial. Notably, the Clay-
ton Act of 1914 intended to ban it to protect small businesses [91]
and a more recent attempt by Amazon backfired [53]. Simultane-
ously, Mitra [55] discovered that consumers find AIE acceptable
in high-demand industries like hospitality. This acceptance has
extended to other sectors where limited supply is acknowledged,
and AIE proves effective in demand management [80].

We observe a lack of methods and theories within the AI/MAS
community for effective AIE for real-world applications. We empha-
sise the need for robust foundations, frameworks, and evaluation
metrics to develop AIE mechanisms that are optimally feasible in
terms of fairness, resilience, and autonomy. We identify challenges
from both academic and non-academic perspectives and map them
to a solution concept capable of addressing AIE challenges. Our

1Adaptive Incentive Engineering (AIE), part of incentive design [63, 66], aims to
shape the behaviour of AI/human agents toward specific actions. Unlike traditional
methods relying on monetary rewards or pricing [23, 92], AIE expands to include a
broader range of incentives, including non-monetary rewards, recognition, and social
benefits. This approach involves the continuous fine-tuning of incentives based on
real-time feedback and an understanding of the evolving context. The term “adaptive”
highlights the responsiveness and flexibility of the incentive system, acknowledging
that environmental conditions, users’ preferences, and external factors may change
over time.
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vision aims to facilitate the effective, reliable, and trustworthy de-
velopment and deployment of AI, contributing to the AI community
while providing solutions to real-world problems.

2 CONCEPTUAL DYNAMICS OF INCENTIVES
As discussed in [84], establishing citizen-centric AI requires ensur-
ing that AI systems are able to address a diverse range of users’ pref-
erences and that end-users can actively contribute to the decision-
making process. Furthermore, it is essential to provide insights to
regulatory bodies and be aware of changes in regulations and guide-
lines provided by standardisation institutes2 as well as user and in-
dustry representatives. Establishing suchmulti-directional relations
and keeping involved stakeholders satisfied requires incentives in
various forms. Incentives are necessary to maintain collaboration
among stakeholders and/or to nudge the practice towards social
good [87]. Such incentives can take a monetary form (e.g., waiving
taxation or providing subsidies) aiming at financial profitability of
socially-beneficial practices or could be non-monetary (e.g., reviews,
carbon credits, or green badges) aiming at improving the image and
reputation of service providers. This highlights the significance of
incentives at a macro-economic level. However, in case of AI-based
services, incentives are also relevant on the micro-economic level,
inside service provider firms given the nature of the AI systems and
how they interact with end-users. That is, in contrast to traditional
industries and services that used to deploy (non-intelligent) me-
chanical and reliably predictive technologies, AI-based services use
AI agents with a significant degree of autonomy and serve (human)
users with diverse and context-dependent preferences. So, in addi-
tion to already known challenges related to nudging in general (e.g.,
see [11]), nudging and engineering incentives in AI-based services
lead to new challenges, as the technology itself uses components
with a degree of autonomy and agency. To that end, the topic we
invite the AI/MAS community to focus on is:
“engineering incentives dynamically to align the behaviour of AI

systems with citizen end-users’ values and preferences”.

This research explores the dynamics of nudging and incentives
in human-AI systems, considering ethical aspects [78], desirable
properties, and potential tensions. We analyze key characteristics
of the context for effective AIE in citizen-centric AI and empha-
sise desirable properties of solution concepts, addressing tensions
and motivating new research in this direction. We define the effec-
tiveness as the ability to complete a task with the minimal use of
resources, and efficiency as the degree of which a system or process
achieves the desired outcome.

What citizen-centricity demands and key characteristics of the
context that shape the scope of AIE: In citizen-centric AI systems [84],
we require incentive mechanisms that effectively capture:
• Interactive Dynamicity of the system involves dynamic state
changes and interactions among diverse human and AI enti-
ties, leading to emergent behaviour [95]. This dynamic nature in
citizen-centric AI creates a temporally evolving target for defin-
ing desirable and socially beneficial behaviour. Stakeholders face

2Developing novel regulatory measures is key, as, currently, guidelines around fair
and trustworthy AI remain relatively generic and are not supported by regulatory
measures, e.g., see [59].

different forms of uncertainty, with some controllable by stake-
holders (e.g., service users or providers) and others inherently
uncontrollable (e.g., climate unpredictability).

• Resource Volatility in how service providers can perform their
services, e.g., what mode and level of transportation providers
can supply or what level of energy that energy providers have
the capacity to provide (this is partially under the control of the
service providers, not end-users) [41, 65].

• Demand Uncertainty pertains to ambiguity about the accuracy of
information from users, like the authenticity of service requests
or expected delivery times. This uncertainty raises concerns
about users’ truthfulness and the potential for strategic manipu-
lation of information in reporting usage or preferences [37, 48].
The uncertainty tied to strategic behaviour adds complexity to
achieving effective AIE [83].

• Environment Unpredictability encompasses physical-temporal un-
certainties caused by natural situations, illustrated by fluctuations
in (e.g., transportation or energy) service demands throughout
different periods—daily, weekly and annually. Such variations are
attributed to factors beyond the users’ control, such as weather
conditions. The dynamic and unpredictable nature of the envi-
ronment introduces challenges in anticipating and adapting to
shifts in demands, requiring AIE mechanisms that account for
external factors and their impacts on the system.

On desirable properties of an effective AIE mechanism: In our
perspective, three key properties constitute a pool of desiderata
principles with tensions. AIE is expected to optimise and ensure:

• Fairness for human users in accessing incentives, but at the same
time diversity and customisability for different needs in an inclu-
sive way. How fairness of an AIE mechanism can be evaluated
and balanced against its capacity to address diverse group of
users is key here [17].

• Resilience and fault-tolerance of AIEs (e.g., by ring-fencing some
incentive resources) but at the same time their efficiency and
budget-balancedness, which requires balancing between using
as few resources as possible, on one side, and adding redundancy
to cover unanticipated scenarios, on the other side [90].

• Autonomy of users in choosing types of incentives while preserv-
ing stability, profitability and sustainability of the service, which
relies on the tension between incentive coordination measure
necessary for ensuring collective good, on one end, and individ-
uals’ freedom of choice and flexibility in opting for preferred
outcomes, on the other end [47, 86].

3 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF AIE
AIE has a broad foundation in (algorithmic) mechanisms design [61]
and their wider formal economic treatment going back over 200
years [27]. The economic foundationmay explain the prominence of
passive-user utility-focused money-based mechanisms, which are
the economic standard [68]. In a time of real-world-focused citizen-
centric AI systems, the theoretical foundations must broaden to
reduce the gap between theory and practical applications and
strengthen the applied research and developed AI systems.

Expansion - determining the right mechanisms: The first step in
broadening AIE is a need to expand the variety of mechanisms



applicable in diverse as well as restricted settings. Monetary in-
centives may be inapplicable due to social limitations or users’
aversion [31]. Similarly, random mechanisms have a limited usage
due to barriers of entry, influenced by users’ difficulty of understand-
ing randomness [94]. Alternatives within algorithmic mechanism
design without money, like information control [3] and utility limi-
tation [68], are still under-explored, despite the area’s introduction
over a decade ago [68]. Considering the variety of possible settings,
there is a need to devise mechanisms on a case-by-case basis [79].

Representation - modelling users as the active participants they
are: Beside the general broadening of AIE mechanism types, AIE
requires modelling users as active participants via capturing related
behaviours and attitudes, which are misrepresented by numerous
concepts in mechanism design. Starting with the fundamental as-
sumptions of rationality [62], it has been shown in numerous studies
that users have different degrees of rationality, behave situation
dependent [42], and might even behave irrationally [69]. An ex-
ample that shows the gap in modelling and reality is incentive-
compatibility (IC), which is intended to guarantee that users report
their preferences truthfully. However, designing mechanisms to be
IC is impotent if users do not understand the concept and attempt
to gain a better outcome via misreporting [73]. Such lack of under-
standing is likely only exaggerated by learning-based approaches.
In the worst case, this leads to perverse incentives contrary to the
designer’s aims, rendering AIE at best ineffective [38, 93].

The lack in user representation compounds accepting the effi-
ciency loss from requirements. For example, even if we require
IC, the detriment to efficiency [16] is not universal. While non-
truthfulness may produce arbitrarily bad results, possibly even
under small manipulations [88], in other instances, manipulation
might be hard [6, 32] or its benefits diminish in large markets [40].
Moreover, most arguments rely on the common knowledge of all
users’ preferences [6], which is an unreasonable assumption in real
applications. Alternatively, an intended social outcome of serving
all vulnerable users might exceed requiring IC [3].

Both previous points underscore a tendency to prioritise math-
ematically convenient concepts over practically useful ones. An-
other instance of this is the diminished empirical relevance of envy-
freeness due to its abstract nature [30]. Even the welcome attempt
to overcome IC’s issue via obviously strategy-proofness (OSP) [49]
still follows a mathematically neat robust-optimisation approach
rather than a real-user inspired concept. Moreover, this approach
may diminish efficiency even more than IC - so far no approxima-
tion guarantee is known [20, 21] - and it is incongruent with other
concepts - OSP is incompatible with matching stability [4]. Simi-
larly, the common approach of relaxing concepts, e.g., approximate
IC [5, 44, 85] or fairness [8], is mathematically sound while it is
unclear if this is more user acceptable and if an acceptable degree
of relaxation exists [30].

Environment - modelling the world as it is - uncertain: Further ex-
tending AIE, application environments, foremost the multi-faceted
presence of uncertainty, have to be captured better [10, 12, 42]. A
strong worst-cases focus manifests in numerous approaches op-
timising worst revenues or worst social welfare, or being more
robust to uncertainty than deterministic optimal mechanisms [52,
67]. However, those approaches neglect more efficient average
cases [56, 57] and the possible utilisation of uncertainty for better

outcomes [12, 16, 71]. Contrarily, if uncertainty is a strong detriment
to a systems, approaches to mitigate or share its effects deserve
attention, in comparison to always having users cover the risk [81].

Economics - modelling markets and economic decision making:
Finally, AIE has to consider markets and companies as they operate.
Balancing economic and social dimensions, economic viability anal-
yses have to replace common notions like budget balance (BB). For
example, BB only considers one-shot offline settings and neither
accounts for online long-term planning [62] nor companies’ profits
aims [18]. This is very limited in comparison to economic appraisal
techniques which play a crucial role in a company’s planning and
investment strategies. Similarly, market interaction modelling, like
the existence of alternative mechanisms that are favourable for
users [71], or which attempt to lock users in [22], needs to replace
simple participation concepts like individual rationality. Overall,
AIE has to capture real-world applications to be convincingly pre-
sented in their viability and usefulness for all stakeholders.

Recommendations: In summary, for useful efficient AIE, it is clear
that theoretical foundations are essential but also that the focus of
exploration should shift towards application-oriented mechanisms:
(1) Real user autonomy, rationality, preference, utility and fairness

attitudes must be conceptually reflected and investigated.
(2) Uncertainty has to be fully captured and explored in all facets.
(3) Economical decision making must be conceptually captured.
(4) More real-world alignment and average-case analysis should

complement worst-case and robust optimisation.
(5) Simplicity or explainability to overcome accessibility issues.
(6) Evaluation methods must focus along the same axes of what

users, companies and other stakeholders want, need and require.

4 MULTIAGENT AIE TECHNIQUES
The field of AIE has witnessed substantial advances, propelled
by contributions from the multiagent systems and the wider AI
community. Section 3 highlights the importance of the theoretical
background to incentive engineering, and can capture elements
such as uncertainty, economical decision making and real user
autonomy.Integrating theoretical incentive engineering with AI
techniques enables the abstraction of a citizen’s utility or qual-
ity function3 in scenarios where direct observation is impractical.
This proves particularly beneficial in dynamic pricing applications,
like charging strategies for electric vehicles [2], online market-
places [46], and ride-sharing platforms [96], where the convexity
of the utility function may be unknown, and analytical solutions
are computationally challenging.

These techniques are essential due to the dynamic nature and
uncertainty inherent in this problem. In the context of ride-sharing,
dynamicity arises from temporal changes (variations in demand
and resource availability throughout the day), spatial variability
(resource availability and demand likelihood), traffic conditions,
and user preferences. These multiple sources of dynamicity make
analytical solutions infeasible or computationally challenging to
achieve. Multiagent learning techniques such as multiagent RL can
be used to equip multiagent systems with distributed intelligence
3We define these functions as ones which capture stakeholders’ preferences and
priorities, reflecting the inherent trade-offs and considerations in the decision-making
process. Preferences may encompass a range of factors, such as monetary gains, user
satisfaction, system efficiency, or other relevant metrics.



that can capture the required understanding and navigate a practical
scenario to achieve acceptable outcomes for all stakeholders [50].

Adaptive learning techniques can be used to continually learn
and adjust AIE policy and behaviour in real time, tracking and
responding to changes in the equilibrium of a highly dynamic sys-
tem [19], particularly in contexts where the provision of incentives
can lead to perturbations within the environment itself (e.g., a
poor pricing strategy for ride-sharing applications can lead to sig-
nificantly increased fares during events such as natural disasters,
extreme weather and/or public emergencies). Furthermore, leverag-
ing techniques frommultiagent AI, such as transfer learning [9] and
Bayesian inference [14], can effectively address uncertainties in the
incentive engineering problem, distinct from its dynamic nature.
Uncertainty may arise from environmental factors such as sup-
ply chain disruptions and short-term shifts in consumer behaviour.
Uncertainties can also stem from user behaviour, with some individ-
uals abstaining from proposed adaptive incentive systems, offering
inaccurate or incomplete information, or acting irrationally.

The solution to this outcome is multifaceted; the adaptive agent
is constrained to the provided action space based on the available
information. It is the responsibility of the model creators to ensure
that the underlying incentive mechanism aligns with goals from
mechanism design [61]. In designing the mechanism for applying
multiagent learning to this problem, an important consideration
involves interactions with competing agents. Research by Kastius
et al.[39] reveals that RL agents in oligopolies can unintentionally
collude even without direct communication. This finding has sig-
nificant implications for the real-world implementation of adaptive
incentive pricing. Instances of collusion or anti-consumer behaviour
can pose challenges to the citizen-centric nature of adaptive incen-
tive engineering, potentially eroding trust and confidence [84].

5 ETHICS AND TRUST IN AIE
Incentivising users towards socially optimal solutions, like promot-
ing environmentally friendly practices, holds promise. However,
it is crucial to weigh the potential impact on user trust. Decisions
like setting room temperature, where preferences of different age
groups may clash or shared rides with varying prices for different
users may raise questions about the rationale behind such differ-
entials, potentially influencing users’ trust and adoption of these
services. Although the AI/MAS community has developed models
of trust and ethicality [13, 60, 70], it is necessary to make such
models dynamic to adapt to the incentives these technologies use.

Balancing Fairness and Positive Discrimination: The initial chal-
lenge involves balancing fairness and positive discrimination in
shared rides with diverse prices and qualities. Proportional alloca-
tion of resources based on needs or contributions may clash with
socially optimal solutions. For example, more prosperous neigh-
bourhoods may demand and afford superior transportation services,
potentially leading to unintentional favouritism. These dynamics
could also lead to user prejudice and the emergence of discrimi-
nation in AI-assisted markets, e.g., possibility of discrimination in
ride-sharing [1, 58]. Tools are needed to evaluate and optimise vari-
ous objectives and aspects of fairness [51], provide online incentive
mechanisms [98], and dynamically balance proportional fairness

metrics and equity, ensuring fair allocation while accommodating
diverse preferences [7].

Adaptive Incentives and Dynamic Trust Evaluation: The second
challenge is around the transparency of changing prices or other
types of incentives for AI-assisted services and the subsequent im-
pact on user trust. To address this, it is crucial to shift focus from
purely history-oriented perspectives on trust modelling that model
trust in an AI agent based how they have performed [34] by integra-
tion of the current state of the system, consequently evaluatingwhat
agents can actually (in the sense of [29]) deliver in prospect [76].
Moreover, understanding the notion of legitimacy, weighing dif-
ferent preferences, and introducing fluidity in votes/preferences,
as seen in liquid democracy [25], offer insights into dynamic trust
evaluation. Exploring how interventions can improve social choice
methods aligns with the transparency of governance systems, ensur-
ing a more comprehensive understanding of the evolving dynamics
of trust in relation to adaptive incentives.

Ethics Customisation: The final challenge involves navigating the
diverse ethical perspectives of users [43], and their understanding
of privacy, in AI-supported services. Instead of imposing a unified
ethical stance, allowing users to customise their preferences within
socially acceptable bounds is proposed. This customisation is in
particular crucial in cases of flexible autonomy [35] where multiple
human/AI agents share control, and different agents may have dis-
tinct ethical considerations. For instance, onemay set preferences to
prioritise safety of the vehicle (an those aboard), but others may be
keen to prioritise maximising the overall safety including safety of
pedestrians. Dynamic governance models and fluid democracy ap-
proaches [28] present potential solutions to address the challenges
of customising ethics. How AI-assisted services should decide in
such dilemmatic situations requires novel ethics evaluation ser-
vices [82] and incorporating aspects such as dynamic evaluation
of trust and responsibility in human-AI systems [36, 97]. This re-
quires methods to effectively evaluate legality of decisions made
by, or in collaboration with, AI systems [64] and interdisciplinary
approaches to develop legal principles for governing AI.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Our vision is a paradigm of adaptive incentive engineering that is
adaptive to the dynamism and uncertainty of the world, respects
users as individuals with varying needs and attitudes, and aligns
system operators’, stakeholders’ and end-users’ needs and require-
ments. Adopting this paradigm will help to create beneficial AI sys-
tems that support sustainable economic growth while addressing
concerns around fairness, trust, explainabilty, bias and manipula-
tion, also mentioned in the Bletchley Declaration [15]. Aligning
our research agenda with responsible AI initiatives, we aim to ad-
vance incentive engineering along its principles which are generally
seen as essential by academia [74, 84, 89], governments [15, 33],
NGOs [24, 75] and industry [26, 54, 75].
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